
  My Dr. is Taking Me off of Cholesterol MEDS! 

I just had to tell you about my results with the Shaklee products, I am  com-

pletely floored and so was my doctor.  She had me go in last Monday to   

 check my liver because I was on 10 mg of Lipitor.  I knew that she wanted to 

increase my dose of Lipitor and suspected she would check my cholesterol 

while I was in there.  So the week before I went in, I kicked up the Shaklee   

Fiber Plan to 3x a day and took the Cholesterol Reduction Complex reli-

giously. Well…I went back today and got my results.  The doctor had told me 

that the only way she wasn’t going to increase my medication dosage was if it 

was reduced by more than 50 points but that a typical result would be a re-

duction between 30/50 on the Lipitor alone.  Well my overall cholesterol 

went from 193 to 88.  I told her what else I was doing because she couldn’t 

believe it!  She said to stay on the Lipitor for 4 more months 

and then go off for two months and see how it looks only on 

the Shaklee products, and if it is okay, I can get off the 

meds.  My cholesterol has been over 200 for years, I can’t 

remember it ever being this low   Lisa C. 
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Cholesterol and  

Triglycerides Down 

I personally feel a need 

to share the information 

about this product be-

cause of my husband’s 

experience.  Previously, 

he was on a cholesterol medica-

tion.  When he choose to use the 

Cholesterol Reduction Complex 

in October, 2010, results of his 

blood work in November, 2010 

showed that his cholesterol had 

dropped from 230 to 151 and his 

triglycerides went from 252 to 140.  

The Product Works!                 

  Pat Bolotin 

 

Our Cardiologist is Very Pleased. . .Our Cardiologist is Very Pleased. . . 
There is no story that I am happier to tell you than about my husband John’s cholesterol. On 11/29/10 his total cholesterol in 

the Hudson Emergency Room was 234, HDL (good) cholesterol was 44 and his LDL (bad) cholesterol was 165.  All 3 tests were 

out of the normal  ranges.  His cardiologist prescribed Lipitor, a cholesterol lowering satin with unacceptable side  effects.  

Wisely, John refused to take Lipitor.  Instead we modified our diets to lower sodium  

and lower fat, increased our fish intake, and we both take Shaklee Cholesterol Reduction Complex and Fiber Plan.  This after-

noon John saw his cardiologist who was VERY PLEASED with John’s latest test results (12/29/10)  Both test were done fasting.  

Total cholesterol is now 185—a drop of almost 50 points in 1 month!  HDL (good) cholesterol is 50—increased by 6 points, and 

his LDL (bad) cholesterol is 119—down 46 points!  All 3 tests are now within normal limits.  John gave him the physicians letter 

about CRC written by Dr. Jamie McManus, MD, Chairman of medical Affairs, health Sciences and Education at Shaklee.  He put it 

in his pocket to READ—he was that impressed and told John to keep doing what he was doing because obviously it’s working!  

That’s what I tell people all the time:  Shaklee products work.  What is on the label is exactly what is in the bottle.  They do what 

they say they will do.  It’s the Shaklee Guarantee:  the products always work, they are always safe an they are always green.  

I’m so very proud to be associate with Shaklee, a company with extremely high standards and impeccable integrity—a company 

who walks their talk.      Harriet Gushue, RN 



 

Dear Friends,  

The holiday season is here and we 

are thankful for all of our faithful 

customers who have continued to value the 

safety and high quality of the Shaklee products 

even during this challenging economy.  As a 

personal note I wanted to share my testimony 

on the Cholesterol Reduction Complex.  I have 

struggled with too high cholesterol for several 

years and never wanted to take a drug.  I start-

ed taking the Cholesterol Reduction Complex 

in September and just got the results of my 

blood lipid test.  It is very exciting!!!  

 

                     April Test         Nov Test 

Total C          240           205 

HDL          85           90 

Chol/HDL     2.82          2.28 

LDL        141          104 

TRI         69          54 

 

All I can say is WOW!  Check out the huge drop 

in LDL.  This is proof positive that this product 

works.  I took 2 tablets twice a day.  I finally 

bought a container to keep in my purse so I 

always had it with me.  It says to take it ½ hour 

before eating but I usually take it just before I 

eat cause I can’t remember ½ hour before.  Can 

anyone relate?  If you are struggling with your 

cholesterol, I highly recommend trying Shaklee 

CRC.  Margie & Jim  

 

 

     

In late July my husband’s cardiologist was beginning 

to talk “statins” which are not even an option here 

because of all the side effects, so James began taking the Cholesterol Re-

duction Complex in late July.  In 3 ½ months, after taking the Cholesterol 

Reduction Complex, James LDL dropped from 145 to 116.  His HDL in-

creased from 63 to 78.  his cardiologist is amazed!  James is on no medica-

tion, only Shaklee vitamins and his doctor is wanting information on what 

he has been taking.  His overall ratio went from 3.5 to 1.49.  These are 

stunning ranges and in only 3 ½ months!   Lilli Hethrington 

LDL DROPPED 

Family History of High Cholesterol 

 

Our family has a history of high cholesterol and I have been 

battling high LDL levels for quite a few years.  My HDL has 

pretty consistently been in a good range, but I was very excit-

ed to begin using the Cholesterol Reduction Complex by Shaklee to see if it 

would reduce my LDL.  I had my cholesterol checked shortly before I started 

taking it in August.  I had it checked again this week and just got the results.  

I am please to report my LDL has already dropped from 180 to 150, almost 

20% in just 2 months!! I told my doctor what I was doing and she told me 

that it takes a while for LDL to drop so advised me to be patient as it contin-

ues to drop even more!  I am confident it will soon be in the normal range.   

            Barb Hill Behar 

This STUFF WORKS! 

My doctor called me this afternoon and gave 

me the cholesterol numbers from my blood 

test last Tuesday.  My fasting status            

Cholesterol went from 242 (in July) to 198.  

My HDL went from 50 to 58.  My LDL went 

from 166 to 116.  I told him it was due to 

Shaklee’s New cholesterol supplement.  He 

said, “this stuff works”.  Liz Hardy 

FDA approves health claims for Shaklee’s new Cholesterol Reduc-

tion Complex! 
Now there is a safe way to lower LDL (bad) cholesterol naturally! 

Shaklee’s Cholesterol Reduction Complex (item #21219) is a proprietary formulation with 

clinically proven ingredients that help prevent the absorption of cholesterol and lower the 

LDL (Bad cholesterol).  This is a major breakthrough for the millions of Americans who are 

challenged with high cholesterol.  Take 2 tablets twice a day before a meal.   

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

 

 

*All Products 100% Guaranteed.  Not happy with results return for a full refund!  


